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Above: the
Women’s march
in Washington
DC, done to
protest Trump’s
presidency

Jonathan: I think, initially, many
of us come to shamanism
because we feel we need
empowerment, and shamanic
healing and practice is very
empowering. I feel strongly that
shamanic practice is about

taking what you get from the
spirits, and taking it further,
together with the spirits.  And
as I’ve watched you work, I see
that is what you’re doing with
your ‘Shamanic Activism’ which
can include political activism

and ecological activism. I see
that pathway as one of the
possible routes that a living
shamanic practice can take.

Michael Harner always used to
be adamant that shamanism is
not political. A lot of people,
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especially younger Americans,
say, “I’m not into politics.” They
just can’t see that that, in itself, is
an incredibly political statement.

So I really get worried when
shamanic practitioners tell me -
with a perfectly straight face -

that “politics doesn’t matter,
the earth will survive,” as if
‘surviving’ was enough.

I look at them, and say,
“Listen, the earth is losing 100
species every day - what about
them? They’re not surviving. I
want the earth to thrive. So, I’m
interested in trying to get
shamanic folks to become
more active. To be activists.

So what’s your story? How
did you come to the path of
Shamanic Activism?

Lenore: 
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One of the most powerful
things shamanism can bring

to activism is it can help us to
work in the midst of conflicts, in a

way that brings about harmony and
connection. Because one of the root

problems on the planet, is the illusion
of separation. Not only separation from

Spirit, but from one another, from the
earth, and sometimes from ourselves.

I feel the danger is it’s easy to is
end up feeding that separation



Right: the
author speaking
at a spiritual
activism
gathering in
America

Right: a
gathering of
people at
Standing Rock
in North
Dakota, USA

But how did you get from there
to shamanism?

I suppose some people
understood the ritual as
political, and others did not.
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Above: recent
protest by Naelyn
Pike - a 16-year-

old San Carlos
Apache woman -
in Times Square

Left: singer
songwriter and

feminist activist
Ani Defranco

taking part in
one of the recent
women’s marches

When you’re working in
shamanic circles, doing work on
behalf of social or earth issues,
how do you approach that? I can
imagine all kinds of interesting
ethical issues arising, like how
much can I ask my spirits to
interfere with some monster
dam project in the Amazon
basin, that kind of thing.

Of course it does.

Sometimes I’m really torn,
when I become very emotionally
involved and really want to do
something like that. One way is
to ask to see a given situation
through one of my spirit
helpers’ or teachers’ eyes. And
although sometimes you don’t
get a total view, you often can
get a more nuanced view. You
can see a lot of things that
aren’t immediately apparent.

Because if you’re going to work
with the spirits to engage as an
activist, you have to go into the
activism from their point of
view, and not from your
personal point of view.
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the midst of conflicts, in a way that
brings about harmony and
connection. Because one of the
root problems - if not the root
problem - on the planet, is the
illusion of separation. Not only
separation from Spirit, but from
one another, from the Earth, and
sometimes from ourselves. I feel
that the danger in getting very
vociferous, is that we end up
feeding that separation.

So, we need continually to ask
our spirits how to enter into these
crucial conflicts in ways that reduce
separation, and in ways that bring
about the sense of interconnection.
That is the very foundation for
shifting our relationship with one
another - and with the Earth. 

This shift in consciousness is
crucial, or we can get all caught up
in how ‘evil’ Monsanto is. Actually,
we could say that Monsanto is the
ultimate expression of the human
illusion of separation - thinking that
we can somehow manipulate
genes, that we can take land and
seeds from other people and
destroy their lives, and not be
affected ourselves. We’ve created
that - humanity has created that
illusion of separation. Monsanto
actually is a manifestation of a
fundamental misunderstanding on
the part of humanity.

You’re onto something.
Separation is our guiding
illusion, and propagates fear
and greed, which are like the
forces of Mordor driving the
human world today. So when
we are going into an activist
setting, going in with an angry
‘Us versus Them’ attitude is a
dangerous thing.
I think the best way to get to an
equanimous state is to try to
see things as the spirits do.
And often the spirits have an
agenda. But if they have an
agenda, I’m willing to work for
it - I trust their agenda more
than I trust mine!
Tell me more about the
interfaith activism.

That really started when I attended
the West Coast founding Conference
of the ‘Network of Spiritual
Progressives (NSP),’ which was
initiated by Rabbi Michael Lerner in
2005. The Conference was
overwhelmingly Christian and Jewish
and White. So I helped start a

SHINING LESSONS FROM STANDING ROCK
An update from Lenore Norrgard

The Water Protectors of the Sacred Stone Camp continue to be a source of tremendous
inspiration to social justice warriors and defenders of the Earth around the world.  Let’s look at
some of the key stances they have taken that lift everyone involved to a higher spiritual plane:

● Protect the Sacred. Refuse the powerless frame of ‘protesting’ to the powers that be, and
instead stand in their sacred duty to protect the Earth as their prime directive, following it
wherever it takes them. Protecting the Sacred is tantamount to physical and cultural survival,
and stands above any personal needs or desires. 

● Take direction from the Ancestors and Great Spirit. Rather than debating strategy from
a human-centered perspective, seek spiritual wisdom all day, every day, and particularly before
and after every strategic action. Decisions are spiritually integrous, rather than materially
‘realistic’ or personally expedient.

● Prayer as action, action as prayer. Every action taken, whether preparing food, setting up
a sweat lodge, or holding the line from encroachment by police, is performed with fidelity to
Spirit. By staying in constant alignment with Spirit, the corporate Faustian bargain for oil is
exposed for what it is.

● Peacemaking. Indigenous nations with centuries-long feuds made sacred ceremonies to end
said feuds with mutual honour, in order to come into harmony and defend the Sacred together.
Such unity on Turtle Island had been unprecedented.

● Inclusivity. Non-indigenous solidarity, predicated on respecting indigenous leadership, was
fostered, not only in the form of donations and legal support, but also in action on the ground,
in shoulder-to-shoulder community. Non-Natives experienced a kind of love and community
never before known. This created an unbreakable solidarity in defending the Sacred.

● Centre women’s leadership. While the beloved indigenous youth founded this movement,
and Water Protectors honor all their elders, it is the women of all generations who have been
honoured as the central leaders of the various camps. This is a struggle to Protect Life, and
indigenous people know women are the carriers and nurturers of life, and their leadership
must be centred. 

● All are One - Really. The Water Protectors have refused to be divided from those assigned
to suppress them. On arrival last spring, each Water Protector walked down a long police line,
stopping to smile into the eyes of each officer and shake his hand. Even as the officers have
acted on orders to attack them, the Protectors remind them that they are protecting the water
for ALL their children -- the children of those attacking, as well as those defending. When, in
the dead of winter, the Morton County Sheriff ’s Department put out a call for supply donations
on its web site, the Water Protectors sent them a hefty in-kind donation from their own cache.
Imagine this: Supplying those bent on suppressing you. 

● Nonviolence. When we truly know we are One, violence is not an option -- any violence
becomes violence against oneself, one’s family and tribe, because there is no ‘other’. By
abstaining from violence and remaining prayerful, the violence of the State is thrown into relief.

● Healing is always possible. When veterans came to Oceti Sakowin to pledge fealty to
indigenous leadership and place their bodies between the Water Protectors and the police,
the Lakota conducted ceremony in which any veteran who wished could atone for the
genocidal history of the U.S. military.  Members of the 7th Cavalry, which in 1890 massacred
200 Lakota, participated. Forgiveness was bestowed. Many tears were shed, and many hugs
were shared. A bloody part of history started healing that day. 

The power forged by adherence to the above principles is superhuman in nature, and cannot
be conquered by guns.  What would it mean to apply these principles in other struggles? 
What if, instead of an anti-Trump movement, the U.S. managed to birth a generation that
defended sacred Democracy in a sacred way? 
In a recent shamanic circle, we worked to bathe the entire world in love. In my personal journey,
my spirits showed that we need to infuse Donald Trump with great love; that he doesn’t know
what it is, and it’s the only thing that will actually disarm him.



Wow. That’s really brave of you.
What happened?

That reminds me of when I got
back from Viet Nam in 1966 and I
joined in the Anti-War movement.
But a few years later I got
involved in the Peace Movement.

Above: women
have played an
important roll

in the stand at
Standing Rock
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Do you see these public rituals
going beyond the interfaith
activist movement?

That’s beautiful. And by going
to your spirits with this it gives
a perfect example of what I
think of when I talk about
shamanic activism.

That’s how it should be.

This is the direct opposite of what
many experience. Say more.

Below: a San
Carlos Apache
man stands firm
at Oak Flat - a
sacred site to his
people. The site
has been sold to
Resolution
Copper Mining,
an Australian-
British mining
company,
who want to dig
a vast mine
there which will
obliterate the
Apache’s sacred
site completely
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One crucial thing in shamanic
activism is to have humility as we
stand before the Great Mystery,
and to know that we haven’t got
the meta view. It is hubris to think
that we can know how the specific
outcome of each individual
struggle will affect the whole



As it does so often. So where
does your film-making come
into all of this?

Your spirits knew before you did.

And Portland is where you
engaged in all that interfaith
activism?

I can’t wait to see it!

 Above: Native
Americans at the
California Native

American Day
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I usually include a caveat that
our work ultimately serves the

highest good of all, because we
don’t have the whole picture.

For example, with the election,
I wasn’t willing to do shamanic
work specifically for a victory.

How would I know the best
outcome of the election?



Of course you were! There was
a lot going on in Oakland, too,
wasn’t there?

That’s a really good point, how
important it is to be really
present, and aware of your role
in a given situation.
So there were all these
temptations, but you kept your
focus throughout. I think focus
is something that we can lose
very quickly and easily.
Would you tell us a little about
‘American Ubuntu’? You call it
‘a healing story for the USA.’
What does ubuntu mean?

That’s a very powerful, and
important, statement in a
country as split as the U.S.

For me, what you have been
talking about is what I see as
the role of the shamanic
activist: to bring healing to our
world with the help of the
spirits, living the teachings they
give us, following the path they
show us. Thank you for doing
that. It’s been inspiring.

Above: Shameeka
Dream walks
along a line of
State Troopers
while burning
sage in protests
for the death of
Freddie Gray in
Baltimore,
Maryland, USA
April 2015

Below: Alton
Sterling
peacefully
confronts during
a recent ‘Black
lives matter’
protest in
Baton Rouge,
Louisiana, USA
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